Deep Reflectors with End Caps reach the bottom of the tube to capture and convert convection heat for increased radiant heat output.

Swaged Tube System increases structural rigidity and integrity; simplifies installation and results in a clean, straight appearance.

Wire Tube / Reflector Hangers promote free passage of entrapped convection heat along the tube system for uniform heat output.

Unique Ceramic Burner extends flame length for more uniform heating comfort, increased energy efficiency and whisper-quiet operation.

Swing-Down Burner Housing exposes all controls for easy servicing. Burner operates within housing open. Service access from three sides and the bottom.

InfraSave's expanded line of top-performing infra-red tube heaters

Get the perfect balance of performance, economy and comfort with InfraSave ITT Two Stage tube heaters. With dual firing rate capability, your heating system will provide improved comfort levels concurrent with outside temperature variations. The ITT includes many features of InfraSave premier IQ Series tube heaters, and a ten year warranty on the ceramic burner, yet is priced to meet your budget needs.
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